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M24Seven Case Study

As one of the UK’s most advanced 
Internet Service Providers, M24Seven 
has proved example for other ISPs to 
follow by offering a calculated hybrid 
mix of wired and wireless technologies 
to deliver B2B connections.

A GROWING NEED FOR 
SUPERFAST BROADBAND

Based in Manchester, M24Seven 
has played an active role in the 
Government’s Connection Vouchers 
scheme, where business can receive 
a grant of up to £3,000 for superfast 
broadband. M24Seven were the leading 
provider when the scheme piloted 
across 5 UK cities in 2013. Since the 
scheme has been launched it has 
extended into 22 cities and M24Seven 
has become the 2nd highest provider 
of connection vouchers nationwide 
through providing connectivity via 
wireless & fibre to businesses.

M24Seven now connects around 
1500 businesses using entirely it’s 
own wireless or fibre infrastructure 

independently from BT or any other 
third-party providers. This has led 
M24Seven to achieve over £1million 
recurring revenues per month, take it’s 
employee count to over 100 and expand 
their wireless network across more 
cities in the UK. The management team 
recently led a secondary management 
buyout injecting £45m into the business 
backed by LivingBridge.

Purdicom helps M24Seven light 
up UK businesses with wireless 
gigabit connectivity

“Purdicom is unlike any distributor in its class, the support we get 
is excellent both commercially and technically. Our customers 
are using our Siklu and Ceragon connectivity solutions, to enjoy 
all the benef its of superfast Internet connectivity.”
James McCall, Director of Strategic Development at M24Seven
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PURDICOM PROVIDING A TRUE 
VALUE ADDED SERVICE

In early 2013, M24Seven completed an 
agreement with Purdicom to supply the 
rapidly growing ISP with some of the 
leading wireless technologies that sits 
on its portfolio. Later in the year the deal 
was further enhanced when Purdicom 
reached an agreement with M24Seven 
to supply 32GHz Managed Spectrum 
Services and systems that Purdicom 
have exclusive access to. This allowed 
M24Seven to rapidly deploy licensed 
microwave systems, bypassing Ofcom 
and saving time and money meaning 
they can connect customers even faster.

As a Purdicom partner, M24Seven is 
able to utilise financial and inventorial 
resources through Purdicom. With 
M24Seven’s customer connection 
demand ramping up each month, 
Purdicom maintain allocated stock levels 
for M24Seven including replacement 
stock reducing lead times and slashing 
RMA process delays.

“Purdicom is unlike any distributor in 
its class, the support we get is excellent 
both commercially and technically. Our 
customers are using our connectivity 
solutions, built on Siklu and Ceragon 
infrastructure and supplied by 
Purdicom, to enjoy all the benefits of 
superfast Internet connectivity. We see 
this partnership taking us much further”, 
said James McCall, Director of Strategic 
Development at M24Seven . “Through 
access to Purdicom’s resources, stock 
and financial facilities coupled with Siklu 
and Ceragon’s unmatched technology, 
its helped us stay at the forefront of our 
industry.”

M24Seven now have the largest installed 
base of Siklu Communications MMW 
systems in UK with hundreds of links 
deployed across the country. With the 
massive expansion plans that M24Seven 
have, all parties expect this number to 
continue to grow rapidly.


